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G L U M B U M B L E

M.O.M. Classification: XXX

The Glumbumble (northern Europe) is a grey, 

furry-bodied flying insect that produces melancholy-

inducing treacle, which is used as an antidote to 

the hysteria produced by eating Alihotsy leaves. It 

has been known to infest beehives, with disastrous 

effects on the honey. Glumbumbles nest in dark and 

secluded places such as hollow trees and caves. They 

feed on nettles.

G N O M E

M.O.M. Classification: XX

The gnome is a common garden 

pest found throughout northern 

Europe and North America. 

It may reach a foot in height, 

with a disproportionately large 

head and hard, bony feet. The 

gnome can be expelled from the garden by swinging 

it in circles until dizzy and then dropping it over 

the garden wall. Alternatively a Jarvey may be used, 

though many wizards nowadays find this method of 

gnome-control too brutal.
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G R A P H O R N

M.O.M. Classification: XXXX

The Graphorn is found in mountainous European 

regions. Large and greyish purple with a humped back, 

the Graphorn has two very long, sharp horns, walks 

on large, four-thumbed feet, and has an extremely 

aggressive nature. Mountain trolls can occasionally 

be seen mounted on Graphorns, though the latter 

do not seem to take kindly to attempts to tame them 

and it is more common to see a troll covered in 

Graphorn scars. Powdered Graphorn horn is used 

in many potions, though it is immensely expensive 

owing to the difficulty in collecting it. Graphorn 

hide is even tougher than a dragon’s and repels most 

spells.

G R I F F I N

M.O.M. Classification: XXXX

The griffin originated in Greece and has the front 

legs and head of a giant eagle, but the body and 

hind legs of a lion. Like sphinxes (see below), griffins 

are often employed by wizards to guard treasure. 

Though griffins are fierce, a handful of skilled 

wizards have been known to befriend one. Griffins 

feed on raw meat.
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